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The history of fractals traces a path from chiefly theoretical studies to modern applications in computer
graphics, with several notable people contributing canonical fractal forms along the way.
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The relationship of an increasing fractal dimension with space-filling might be taken to mean fractal
dimensions measure density, but that is not so; the two are not strictly correlated. Instead, a fractal dimension
measures complexity, a concept related to certain key features of fractals: self-similarity and detail or
irregularity.
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The use of discrete fracture networks for modelling coupled geomechanical and hydrological behaviour of
fractured rocks
The use of discrete fracture networks for modelling
In recent years a new type of tradable assets appeared, generically known as cryptocurrencies. Among them,
the most widespread is Bitcoin. Given its novelty, this paper investigates some statistical properties of the
Bitcoin market.
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Introduction. This was the first web page I wrote on Wavelets. From this seed grew other web pages which
discuss a variety of wavelet related topics.
Applying the Haar Wavelet Transform to Time Series Information
Reality Carnival: Clifford A. Pickover's Headlines at the borderlands of science: from parallel universes to
exotic sushi to religion, science, and psychedelics.
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Tyrannosaurus is een geslacht van vleesetende theropode dinosauriÃ«rs. Tyrannosaurus behoort tot de
groep van de Tyrannosauridae en leefde ongeveer zeventig tot zesenzestig miljoen jaar geleden, tijdens het
late Krijt, in het westelijk deel van het huidige Noord-Amerika.
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Introduction Developments in the field of statistical data analysis often parallel or follow advancements in
other fields to which statistical methods are fruitfully applied.
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